a By using the spray pyrolysis methodology in its classical configuration we have grown self-assembled Mg x Zn 12x O quantum dots (size y4-6 nm) in the overall range of compositions 0 ¡ x ¡ 1 on c-sapphire, Si (100) and quartz substrates. Composition of the quantum dots was determined by means of transmission electron microscopy-energy dispersive X-ray analysis (TEM-EDAX) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. 
Introduction
The development of nanotechnology, both at academic and industrial levels, has allowed an advance in the miniaturization of optoelectronic and electronic devices and it has allowed a significant step to the increase in data storage capacity. [1] [2] [3] In order to improve the existing technology, intense research is being carried out on nanostructured materials, namely on zero dimensional materials. Zero dimensional materials, known as quantum dots (QDs), in which the electronic motion is confined in all the three spacial dimensions, are of technological importance due to interesting enhanced excitonic radiative recombination and size-dependent tuning of spectral emissions towards short-wavelength region. 4 Quantum confinement effects modify the profile of density of states in quantum dots so that the transfer integral at the band-edge enhances much higher than in bulk or quantum wells, facilitating efficient stimulated emission and resulting in high efficient operation of devices at low threshold energy density. 5 Due to the technological importance, quantum dots of various materials InAs, GaAs, InP, CdS, ZnO are being widely studied. More in particular, ZnO has gained utmost attention among researchers due to its possible applications in short-wavelength lasers and LEDs. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] One of the features of ZnO is its band gap potential tunability to a wide range from 3.37 to 6.7 eV via magnesium incorporation into ZnO lattice (Mg x Zn 12x O). 10 Films of Mg x Zn 12x O exist in two different phases with hexagonal and cubic structures depending on the Mg concentration. 10, 11 Maintaining hexagonal structure the optical band gap of Mg x Zn 12x O could be enhanced up to 4.3 eV, 11 whereas the cubic phase takes the advantage of extending the band gap to a value very close to 6.7 eV. 10 The O spectra. The spectrophotometer covers the 200 to 800 nm spectral region by using a deuterium and a halogen lamp, and thus nominally allows the analysis of material with band gap energies up to y6-6.5 eV.
Results and discussion

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis
As said before, on the basis of the previous study on ZnO QDs we have fixed precursor concentration and growth temperature to obtain Mg x Zn 12x O QDs of sizes in the range of y4-6 nm, and densities in the order of y10 11 QD cm 22 to cover about y13% of the substrate. 23 Representative scanning electron micrographs are depicted in Fig. 1-3 . As a first finding, the study shows that under the experimental conditions here chosen, the Mg x Zn 12x O QDs can be grown irrespective of the crystal structure of the substrate (c-Al 2 O 3 , Si (100) and amorphous quartz), without any significant difference in the morphological characteristics of the QDs. The most probable reason to obtain similar surface morphology irrespective of the crystal structure of the substrate may be due to the growth of QDs over a wetting layer, which is formed underneath the QDs 23 . Uniform and well isolated Mg x Zn 12x O QDs ranging between y4-6 nm in size, densities in the range of y10 11 QDs cm 22 and a Mg nominal concentration between 0 and 40% over c-Al 2 O 3 substrate can be seen in Fig. 1a and b (and on silicon in Fig. 2a and b) . For Mg nominal concentrations ¢50%, and maintaining same growth conditions, a decrease in the QD density and size was observed (due to decrease of growth rate). Hence to obtain QDs of similar size and densities, growth time was varied between 1 and 4 minutes for growth in the range of Mg concentrations 0.09 , x , 0.81, whereas a growth time of 6 minutes was used for the growth of MgO QDs.
Structural characterisation of Mg x Zn 12x O QDs
Taking into account the low influence of the substrate (Si (100), c-Al 2 O 3 , quartz and glass) 23 on the morphological properties of ZnO QDs under the experimental conditions used in this study, TEM and SAED analysis of the Mg x Zn 12x O QDs with various Mg concentrations were performed on samples deposited over carbon-grid substrates, maintaining similar growth conditions. Fig. 4 and 5 depict the TEM images of Mg x Zn 12x O QDs grown over C-grid with Mg concentrations ranging from 0 to 50% and 70 to 100% (nominal), respectively. Uniform and isolated QDs of sizes in the range of 2-4 nm can be observed from the TEM micrographs ( Fig. 4 and 5). It is worth to note that the QDs size measured using SEM image gives an overestimated value due to the Au-Pd coatings and SEM microscope's resolution. 27 SAED spectra were recorded on those samples deposited over C-grid substrates (Mg nominal concentration: 0 to 100%) and the electron diffraction rings were indexed ( . 7a ). The inter-planar distance measured from the HRTEM image is in good agreement with the values determined using SAED analysis. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) performed in the selected nanoparticle shows the associated hexagonal crystal structure (Fig. 7c) . Similar FFT study conducted of Mg 0.81 Zn 0.09 O shows the cubic crystal structure corresponding to this composition (Fig. 8c) . However, one can clearly distinguish the cubic and hexagonal phases of Mg x Zn 12x O alloy from HRTEM ( Fig. 7b and 8b) and FFT ( Fig. 7c and 8c) images. Thus by using HRTEM and FFT Fig. 6c . In fact, onset of the Mg concentration about 50% forces the hexagonal lattice to undergo a phase transition to cubic phase in order to accommodate more number of Mg atoms. Further increase of Mg concentration higher than 50% (nominal) resulted in a continuous increase in the overall Mg concentration (actual).
Effect of Mg incorporation
The lower Mg incorporation in ZnO QD (Mg concentration in the range 10 to 50% (nominal) can be understood in the frame of the lower impurity solubility limit in nanocrystals/ QDs in accordance with the ''self-purification'' model proposed by Gustavo et al. 29 One of the major factors that limits the doping efficiency or alloying of nanoparticles is the surface binding energy of the dopant atoms on the individual nanocrystals surface. It has been demonstrated in a classical paper by Steven et al. that the doping efficiency is determined by the binding energy of the dopant atoms on the individual nanocrystals surface. 30 The surface binding energy for wurtzite nanocrystals is three times less than that of zinc-blende or rock-salt structures on (001) faces. 16, 30 Therefore in the present study, it seems that the lower incorporation of Mg in ZnO lattice with respect to the nominal concentration of Mg in the starting precursor solution is also related to the crystal structure of ZnO, in addition to other limits in the miscibility as could be inferred from the phase diagram corresponding to the alloy as a bulk crystal. 31 Hence during the growth of Mg x Zn 12x O (at lower Mg concentrations) all the Mg atoms 10a shows the evolution of the ''a'' and ''c'' lattice parameters of the hexagonal alloy Mg x Zn 12x O with Mg nominal concentration ranging from 0 to 100%. To determine ''a'' and ''c'' lattice parameters of the hexagonal QDs, electron diffraction rings corresponding to the (100) and (103) planes were used, whereas ''a'' lattice constant of cubic Mg x Zn 12x O QDs was determined using the (200) electron diffraction ring. Standard value of ''a'' and ''c'' lattice parameters of ZnO with hexagonal wurtzite structure are 3.2498 Å and 5.2066 Å respectively (JCPDS: 36-1451). In the basis of the present study, we can observe an increase in the a-lattice parameter and a decrease in c-lattice parameter of hexagonal alloy Mg (Fig. 10b) , which is attributed to the distortion of the parent cubic MgO structure upon Zn incorporation. In addition a saturation of a-lattice parameter is observed in the mixed phase region, due to the solubility limit of Zn in cubic MgO lattice. When Mg is introduced into ZnO lattice, at an amount higher than 32 at%, ZnO starts to dissolve in the MgO matrix. Under such circumstances, mixed phases of cubic and hexagonal Mg x Zn 12x O co-exist. This is in accordance with the reported values of phase separation observed in Mg x Zn 12x O nanocrystals (>30 at%) by John et al. 18 However
Manoranjan et al., 16 Manuel et al. 21 and Guangqiang et al.
20
observed phase separation at about x ¢ 0.2 in Mg x Zn 12x O nanocrystals. The differences in the value of Mg concentration in which the phase separation appears point to the influence of growth method, presence or absence of a substrate and QDs size. It is worth noticing that the c-lattice constant of the Mg x Zn 12x O QDs (x = 0) observed in the present study (Fig. 10a) is higher than the standard value of hexagonal ZnO due to the surface stress on the ZnO nanocrystals. The stress causes a high lattice strain and leads to lattice expansion in order to relieve the strain. 35 This fact indicates that in the Mg x Zn 12x O QDs grown using spray pyrolysis method, the stress relaxes elastically. Sameer et al. demonstrated in CeO 2 nanoparticles (size 3 to 150 nm) that the surface stress induced by reduction in particle size modifies the lattice constant in a wide range. 35 Similarly the cubic MgO QD also exhibited a higher value of a-lattice constant with respect to the standard bulk cubic MgO (c = 4.2112 Å) (Fig. 10) , as a new evidence of the fact that the reduction in crystallite size influences the lattice constant of Mg x Zn 12x O QDs.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy analysis
To understand the effect of the incorporation of Mg 2+ and Zn
2+
on the electronic properties of ZnO and MgO QDs, respectively, the chemical state of the Zn and Mg in Mg x Zn 12x O QDs was analyzed by using XPS. Fig. 11 shows the Zn 2p and Mg 1s core level spectra recorded from Mg x Zn 12x O QDs (0 ¡ x ¡ 1). We have selected precisely these two core-level regions due to the fact that the atomic species of interest (Mg and Zn) separately contributes to the photoemission signal detected in each one of these regions, contrary to that occurring for the Mg 2s core-level region. The Zn 2p core level measured in ZnO QDs (Fig. 11a) exhibits two peaks corresponding to the spinorbit doublet of the Zn 2p level. A two-peak Gaussian fit of this doublet reproduces the experimental spectrum, giving a spinorbit splitting value of 23.0 eV and a binding energy (BE) of the Zn 2p 3/2 core level (1023.2 eV) that is in accordance to that usually reported for ZnO. 22, 28 The Mg 1s core level measured in MgO QDs (Fig. 11b) shows a feature reproduced by the fitting of an unique Gaussian peak located at 1305.2 eV. On the one hand, incorporation of Mg to ZnO (QDs) lattice appears to shift 
Optical characterisation
Optical absorption spectra in the wavelength range of 250-800 nm were recorded at room temperature from Mg x Zn 12x O QDs deposited on transparent quartz substrates. Samples with Mg concentrations ranging from 0 to 40% Mg (nominal values) were measured in transmission mode (Fig. 13) , and the onsets to the optical absorption coefficient extracted from a linear extrapolation of the initial absorption slope. In this study we have focused on this range of magnesium content in which only a single hexagonal phase of Mg x Zn 12x O is present, avoiding disturbing effects due to the existence of mixed phases with undetermined singular composition.
As we can clearly observe in Fig. 13 , the onset of the absorption coefficient, which approximately corresponds to the optical energy gap, shifted as a function of the Mg content from 0 to 40%, which is clear evidence of substitution of Zn 2+ by Mg 2+ in the ZnO lattice that yields an increase in the band gap energy. In order to confirm that the observed optical absorption actually results from the QDs and not from the wetting layer forming underneath, a sample was prepared only containing a wetting layer equivalent to that with the 40% Mg QDs (chosen to be representative sample of the series), but with no QDs on the surface. As seen in Fig. 14 
Conclusions
In summary, we have studied the growth of Mg 
